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Summary

We tested a non-linear optimization workflow
where the refraction model is derived from
maximizing the coherence of the reflection
energy and minimizing the misfit between
model and recorded first arrival times. This
approach can alleviate inherent limitations in
shallow refraction data by using coherent
reflection data.

Linear inversion

If the relationship between model parameters m and
observation d is:

d = Lm (1)

The least square solution of m is:
m = (LT L)−1LT d (2)

Delay time equation and generalized linear inversion
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(3)

4T = B 4M (4)

Least square solution for ∆M is:

4M = (BT B)−1BT ∆T

B =
∂Tj
∂mi

(5)

BP94 statics benchmark model

Figure: CDP stack with datum correction

GLI refraction solution

Figure: CDP stack with GLI statics correction

Stack-power Maximization

MAX (Power (m,d)− F (m)) (6)

Power(m,d) is the sum of the stack-power of
CDP stack traces (d) for each combination of
shot and receiver statics (m)and F(m) is the
optional penalty function

Stack-power Maximization Test
Adding velocity model error to test stack-power
maximization

Incorporating reflection data measurements into refraction statics
solution

I Introducing Wm and Wd to refraction inversion
J = ||Wdd −WdLWmm||2 (7)

where : Wm is the model weighting function

Wmvi = 1− Ei

Zi+1 × Pi
(8)

Wmzi = 1 +
Ei

Cwxi
(9)

Ei is reflection time error assigned to layer i
Zi is refractor layer thickness
Pi is refractor slowness
Cwxi is weathering correction for layer i
Wd j is the data weighting function for sample j

Wdj =

0 Ei >= ε and 4T > N× stdev(4T)

1 otherwise

ε is the threshold for reflection error
N is data rejection criterion in terms of standard
derivation of 4T

I Inversion Procedure

Spring Coulee 3C-2D P-wave data

Spring Coulee line 2008-SC-01 was acquired in January
2008 near Spring Coulee, Alberta. Only P-wave data is
used for this test. To impose data limitation on the solution,
we decimated the data by 75% using only every 4th shot
point for GLI algorithm.
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a) GLI solution ( CDP 202-1304 ) b) Wmv (0.92 - 1.04 ) c)Wmz (0.99 -
1.03) d) GLI solution with Wmv and Wmz update
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a) datum statics corrected CDP stack (CDP 300-500) b) GLI statics
corrected stack c) CDP stack with stack-power maximization and GLI
solution with Wm update

Future work

Refraction tomography that is better suited for complex near
surface geology will be investigated with this workflow using
BP94 statics benchmark model.
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